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DRONE VOLT

transports blood samples to Guinea

Villepinte, June 29, 2021

DRONE VOLT, expert  in embedded artificial  intelligence and manufacturer  of  professional
civil drones, announces that it has demonstrated the relevance of its solutions in Guinea, in
an urban environment, for the transport of blood samples.

DRONE VOLT announces that it has carried out a series of full-scale tests in Guinea with the aim of
transporting blood samples to shorten the analysis time for HIV diagnostic tests for infants. In partnership
with the NGO SOLTHIS and the Ministry of Health, DRONE VOLT has demonstrated the effectiveness of
its drone transport solutions to address emergency situations requiring the transport of blood samples
over several kilometers in a few minutes in Conakry, the country's capital, where road infrastructure and
traffic congestion require the development of innovative transport approaches.

DRONE VOLT has received the agreement of the Guinean authorities and the special authorizations of
the Civil  Aviation Directorate for the realization of transports in real conditions and in automatic. The
HERCULES 2 drone was able to demonstrate its efficiency not only by the speed of its launch, but also in
its ability to transport in complete safety and with great precision products that can save lives.

‘We are very proud to have participated in this project and to have demonstrated the effectiveness of our
know-how,’ said Marc Courcelle, CEO of DRONE VOLT. ‘This type of application could be developed all
over the world when an urgent need arises in areas that are difficult to access or in an urban context to
alleviate road congestion.’

Next press release: First half 2021 revenues, Tuesday July 13, 2021

DRONE VOLT’s press releases can be found here: https://www.dronevolt.com/en/investors/

To receive all press releases for free, subscribe to Actusnews

To receive our newsletter, please write us an email to: finance@dronevolt.com
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About DRONE VOLT
Created in 2011, DRONE VOLT is an aircraft manufacturer specializing in professional civil UAVs and artificial intelligence.
DRONE VOLT is established in France, Benelux, Canada, Denmark, the United States, Switzerland and Indonesia. As a global
partner, DRONE VOLT offers its customers "turnkey" business solutions including various services and training in UAV piloting.

The DRONE VOLT Group, a member of the GICAT, achieved a turnover of 5.8 million euros in 2020.

DRONE VOLT is notably a supplier to administrations and industrial companies such as the French Army, the French Ministry of
the Armed Forces, ENGIE, Total, Bouygues Energies & Services, the ADP Group, the Gendarmerie des Transports Aériennes
(GTA) and international government agencies.

DRONE VOLT is qualified as an "innovative company" by Bpifrance.

DRONE VOLT is listed on the Euronext Growth market in Paris:
Share: Mnemo: ALDRV.PA - ISIN Code: FR0013088606 - Eligible: PEA, PEA-PME
BSA : Mnémo : DRVBS - code ISIN : FR001286054

For more information go to www.dronevolt.com and www.abid.co/EPA.ALDRV
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